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Abstrat
In this paper we give a denition for the Kolmogorov omplexity of a pure quantum state. In
lassial information theory the algorithmi omplexity of a string is a measure of the information
needed by a universal mahine to reprodue the string itself. We dene the omplexity of a quantum
state by means of the lassial desription omplexity of an (abstrat) experimental proedure that
allows us to prepare the state with a given delity. We argue that our denition satises the
intuitive idea of omplexity as a measure of how diult it is to prepare a state. We apply this
denition to give an upper bound on the algorithmi omplexity of a number of states.
PACS numbers:
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I. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
Algorithmi information has provided a onise notion of randomness for individual ob-
jets. It has also revealed deep onnetions between thermodynamis and the theory of las-
sial omputation [17℄. The algorithmi omplexity (or randomness) of an objet -usually a
binary string- is thereby dened as the length in bits of the shortest program for a universal
omputer that reprodues the string under question [11℄.
Quantum theory, on the other hand, has provided a new oneptual basis for the theory
of omputation. Attempts have been made to also generalize the notion of algorithmi
omplexity to quantum mehanial objets, desribed by states in a Hilbert spae. These
attempts are motivated primarily by the desire to formulate a omprehensive theory of
quantum information. We may also expet further insights into the theory of entanglement.
In this paper, we want to haraterize the algorithmi omplexity of a given quantum
state. Proposals have already been made by Vitanyi [16℄ and Berthiaume et al. [3℄ who
have introdued two possible denitions of quantum algorithmi omplexity based on the
reproduibility of the state via Turing mahines. Gàs [6℄ has instead adopted an approah
based on universal probability. Our denition will be loser to the one proposed by Vitanyi,
however deviating from his denition in two ruial aspets.
To introdue our denition of the algorithmi omplexity of a quantum state, we shall
onsider the following senario. Imagine that Alie has reated a ertain quantum state in
her laboratory and wants to desribe this state to Bob, who wants to reprodue it in his
laboratory. How diult is it for Alie to desribe to Bob the state of her system? We
may distinguish the two situations in whih Alie and Bob ommuniate via a lassial or a
quantum hannel, respetively. Depending on the hoie of the ommuniation hannel, we
may arrive at dierent notions of omplexity of a quantum state.
In the rst situation, Alie has to use lassial information to desribe her state to Bob.
This appears to be a restrition, on rst sight. However, we may always regard the quantum
state of a system as the result of some experimental preparation proedure. The omplexity
of a quantum state is then assoiated, in a very natural way, with the (lassial) desription
omplexity of an experimental preparation proedure. The resulting notion of omplexity
might therefore also be alled preparation omplexity [18℄.
In the seond situation, Alie may use quantum information to desribe her quantum
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state to Bob. In doing this, she has several options. She may send either the quantum state
altogether to Bob, or a opy (if available), or the state in some Shumaher ompressed
form, or some other quantum state whih Bob an transform by into the desired state. If
we adopt this senario, we arrive -with Berthiaume et al. [3℄- at a quite dierent notion of
quantum omplexity, whih might also be alled enoding omplexity.
In this paper, we shall follow the rst approah and identify the algorithmi omplexity
of a quantum state with its preparation omplexity i.e. the lassial desription omplexity
of the preparation proedure. Although the seond approah looks more quantum, it laks
an important feature that we usually assoiate with the desription of an objet. Even if
Bob has the state sent by Alie in his hands, he might not know what state he has reeived.
A proper desription of the state, on the other hand, will allow him to reprodue the state
himself
To be able to ommuniate, Alie and Bob must rst have agreed on a ommon language
 a non-trivial problem in linguistis  whih they are using to desribe their preparation
proedure. Ideally, they will use the same toolbox to ompose their experiments and the
same words when referring to elements of this toolbox. In quantum information theory,
we abstrat from a partiular physial system in whih a quantum state is realized. The
experimental toolbox is thereby replaed by a set of elementary operations on a Hilbert
spae with a given tensor-produt struture and dimension [19℄. The toolbox in quantum
information theory is thus a gross abstration from an experimental senario. Here it the
toolbox will inlude the possibility to prepare some standard referene state, and a nite set
of elementary unitary transformations. A omplete preparation proedure is then desribed
as a sequene of unitary transformations (a quantum iruit) applied to the referene state.
Considering that a quantum state an be haraterized by a iruit with whih the state
an be prepared, we want to dene the omplexity of a state referring to that of the iruit
itself. It is known that a nite state of gates (onstituting a omplete basis) is suitable to
prepare any state (up to an arbitrary preision); through a suient oding, thus, the iruit
itself an be redued to a (lassial) string whose Kolmogorov omplexity is well dened and
whih an be assoiated to the original state. In this way the algorithmi omplexity of a
state satises the intuitive idea of omplexity as a measure of how diult it is to prepare
a state.
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From now on we will represent with QN the spae generated by N qubits and with
QN ∋ |0〉 = |0〉N = |0〉(1)|0〉(2) · · · |0〉(N) the null vetor (where |0〉(i) ∈ Q(i)1 is an element of
the omputational basis {|0〉1, |1〉1} of Q(i)1 ).
We will represent with C|0〉 the result of the appliation of a iruit C on the null vetor;
if ||ϕ〉C|snul|2 ≥ 1 − ε we will say that C prepares |ϕ〉 with preision ε (where 0 ≤ ε ≤ 1).
When saying that C prepares |ϕ〉 we mean that C|0〉 = |ϕ〉 .
In partiular we will be interested in building quantum iruits from a xed set of gates:
as we want to be able to reprodue any state (at least up to a given preision) this set must
onstitute a omplete gate basis.
Example 1 (Standard basis). An example of a omplete gate basis is the so alled
standard basis [14℄ B = {H,S, T,C}, where H is the Hadamard gate, S the phase gate, T a
pi
8
-gate and C the ontrolled not:
H =
1√
2

 1 1
1 −1

 ; S =

 1 0
0 i

 ; T =

 e−ipi/8 0
0 eipi/8

 ;
C |0〉|ϕ〉 = |0〉|ϕ〉
C |1〉|0〉 = |1〉|1〉
C |1〉|1〉 = |1〉|0〉
.
T represents a pi/4 rotation about the z axis, while HTH a pi/4 rotation around the x axis.
Given a xed (nite) number of gates only a ountable set of states an be prepared
exatly. If we onsider a omplete (nite) gate basis it is though possible to reprodue any
unitary transformation U (and thus any state |ϕ〉) up to an arbitrary preision. Considering
that the denition of the omplexity of a quantum state will be based on its preparation
by means of a quantum iruit, it is therefore neessary to introdue a preision parameter
in suh denition. We will nevertheless start dening the algorithmi omplexity on the set
of states that an be exatly prepared with iruits built from a xed basis. In this ase it
obviously is not neessary to introdue this parameter; it will appear only when generalizing
this denition to arbitrary states.
II. CLASSICAL KOLMOGOROV COMPLEXITY
The denition of algorithmi omplexity proposed by Kolmogorov [4, 11℄ is meant to give
an answer to the question: Is a (lassial) sequene random?
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Algorithmi omplexity gives a denition of randomness very lose to the intuitive idea
of struturless and is based on the onept of algorithmi reproduibility of a sequene.
In pratie, the (lassial) Kolmogorov omplexity K
Cl
of a (binary) string ω is dened as
the length of the shortest program that, running on a universal Turing mahine, gives ω as
output.
It follows quite easily from the denition that the algorithmi omplexity of a string
ω = ωi1ωi2 · · · an grow at most linarily with the length of ω: it is in fat always possible
to reprodue the string by means of a program of the form: write ωi1 ωi2 · · · .
This atually means that the length of a string onstitutes (up to a onstant) an upper
bound for the omplexity of the string itself:
K
Cl
(ωn) ≤ l(ωn) +O(1) = n +O(1) . (1)
Naturally there are sequenes for whih this upper bound is far too large: it is easilly
shown, for example, that the omplexity of a periodi string grow only logarithmially with
the length of the sequene. A string is said to be omplex (or strutureless, or random)
if its algorithmi omplexity grows linearily with its length: these are the strings typially
generated by random soures (suh as, for example, a oin toss).
We will want to nd a natural upper bound also for the omplexity of a quantum state.
A diulty arises from the fat there seems to be no natural quantum ounterpart to the
lassial number of bits in the string. We thus nd it neessary to look for another quantity,
lassially related to the number of bits, for whih suh a ounterpart exists.
In order to do this, let us onsider the set of all innite binary strings: it is easily shown
that this set is isomorphi to the unit interval [0, 1] [20℄. Through this isomorphism it is
possible to onstrut a (normalized) measure on the set of innite strings. Any n-bit binary
string ωn identies the set of innite strings whose rst n bits oinide with ωn: the volume
of this set (a ball, Bωn) is V (Bωn) ∼ 2−n.
The unit interval is thus divided in [V (Bωn)]
−1 ∼ 2n subintervals, eah identied by a
n-bit sequene ω
(i)
n with i = 1, 2, · · · , 2n. One we have numbered all the n-bit sequenes
it follows immediately that eah of them an be reprodued by a program that speies its
index i, that is, by a program that requires at most (up to some onstant) n = − log 2−n =
− log V (Bωn) bits. This simple ounting argument gives an upper bound for the omplexity
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of an n-bit string whih oinides with the one given by equation (1):
K
Cl
(ωn) ≤ − log V (Bωn) . (2)
The advantage of this reasonment is that it an be easily adopted to nd an upper bound
to the omplexity of quantum states.
In the quantum ase, in fat, we will be looking at a iruit (or quantum Turing mahine
or any other appropriate model) that reprodues a normalized quantum state |ϕ〉 up to a
xed (given) preision ε. This means that the iruit must prepare some quantum state |ψ〉
suh that |〈ψ|ϕ〉|2 ≥ 1 − ε: the set of all these states (any of whih is aeptable as output
for the iruit) denes a ball in the 2N -dimensional spae QN , with volume V suh that
V ∼ 2−Nε2N . This means that if Kε(|ϕ〉) is the omplexity of the state |ϕ〉 ∈ QN (when
reprodued with preision ε) we must have:
K(|ϕ〉) ≤ − log V ⇔ Kε(|ϕ〉) ≤ −2N log ε+N . (3)
In general the linear term an be omitted; we will thus usually onsider simply the ondition:
Kε(|ϕ〉) ≤ −2N log ε . (4)
Remark 1. We underline that this is a preliminary ondition, that should hold true inde-
pendently of the way one hoses to dene quantum algorithmi omplexity. It has in fat
no relation to the model hosen to reprodue the state, but depends instead only on a priori
propertites suh as the dimension of the spae where the state is dened and the preision
with whih the state must be reprodued.
III. ALGORITHMIC COMPLEXITY ON A FIXED SET OF STATES
In the following setion we will assume to have xed a omplete gate basis B =
{G1, G2, · · · , Gk} and we will onsider only states |ϕ〉 that an be prepared exatly by
iruits built from B.
One we x a ode (that is, an alphabet Ω = {ω1, ω2, · · · , ωl}), the proedure to ompute
the algorithmi omplexity of a state |ϕ〉 the proedure is very simple.
1. With the gates ontained in the basis B, build a iruit CB(|ϕ〉) suh that CB(|ϕ〉)|0〉 =
|ϕ〉 .
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2. Code the iruit, obtaining a lassial sequene ω
Ω(CB) = ωΩi1ωΩi2 · · ·ωΩim of symbols
ωΩij = ω
Ω
ij
(CB) ∈ Ω .
Remark 2. Most of the ode (that is, exluding some parts, e.g. a new line instrution
or a way to identify the dierent quibits, that will be more or less ommon to all odes) is
stritly related to the gate basis. In fat the ode an be seen as a funtion that assoiates
eah gate of the basis to a symbol (letter) or group of symbols (word).
4. We have now all the elements to dene the algorithmi omplexity of a state |ϕ〉.
Denition 1. The algorithmi omplexity of a state, relative to the basis B, the ode
Ω and the iruit CB(|ϕ〉) is:
KΩ,B,C
B
Net
(|ϕ〉) = K
Cl
(ωΩ(CB))
5. In general there are more iruits that prepare the same state |ϕ〉, and in priniple the
orrespondent omplexities an be dierent. In order to dene a property of the state
itself (and not related to the iruit used to reprodue it) we onsider the following
denition.
Denition 2. The algorithmi omplexity of the state |ϕ〉, relative to the ode Ω and
the gate basis B is:
KΩ,B
Net
(|ϕ〉) = min
CB∈C˜B
KΩ,B,C
B
Net
(|ϕ〉) (5)
where C˜B is the set of all the iruits built with gates from B that prepare |ϕ〉.
Naturally, onsidering that the hoies of ode and basis are arbitrary, it is neessary to
study how they inuene the omplexity of the state.
Proposition 1 (Asymptoti invariane of the omplexity of a state for ode
hoie). If Ω and Ω are two dierent odes, then, for any state |ϕ〉:
KΩ,B
Net
(|ϕ〉) = KΩ,B
Net
(|ϕ〉) + kΩ,Ω , (6)
where kΩ,Ω is a onstant that depends only on Ω and Ω.
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This an be seen as follows. For every CB ∈ C˜B, let ωΩ(CB) = ωΩi1ωΩi2 · · ·ωΩim and ωΩ(CB) =
ωΩj1ω
Ω
j2
· · ·ωΩjn be the strings that ode CB using respetively odes Ω and Ω.
kΩ,Ω represents the length of a ditionary with whih it is possible to translate the
desription made using one ode to that made using the other. Sine both odes are nite,
suh ditionary is nite too. The invariane is asymptotial sine, in general, k′Ω,Ω an be
very big and its relevane is lost only for KΩ,B
Net
(|ϕ〉)≫ 1 .
Remark 3. We underline that in general there is no orresponding invariane property
related to the basis hoie (see Se. VI). Nevertheless there are ases in whih suh an
invariane does hold true. This happens, for example, when we onsider a oarsening of the
gate basis, that is if we onsider two gate bases B and B, one of whih (B)onstituted of
non-elementary gates that an be built with gates from B (e.g. B ontaines a Tooli gate,
while B ontains Hadamard and C-not). In this ase, in fat, any iruit made by gates
from B an be reprodued by one made by gates from B. The string that odes this iruit
will in general be longer than the one that of the original iruit, but their omplexities will
hange only for a (small) onstant kB,B (that represent the length of a ditionary between
the two gate bases).
Considering the ode-invariane property we an from now on omit expliitating the de-
pendene on the ode (we an imagine to x it one and for all) and write simply: KB
Net
(|ϕ〉) .
IV. ALGORITHMIC COMPLEXITY FOR ARBITRARY STATES
We want to generalize to arbitrary states what we have seen before. In this ase it is
neessary to introdue the preision parameter ε: we an expet, in fat, that the greater
the preision with whih the state must be reprodued by the iruit, the longer will be the
desription of the iruit itself.
Remark 4. The fat that the desription of the iruit beomes longer does not neessarily
mean that the omplexity of the string that odes it(and thus that of the state prepared by
the iruit) inreases. In fat, we an imagine some states that an be prepared with better
and better preisions by simply iterating the appliation of a partiular gate (or set of gates).
In this ase, the length of the string that odes the iruit would naturally grow with the
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preision, but not so the omplexity of the iruit. However this will not hold true in general,
so it is neessary to keep the expliit dependene on the preision parameter.
The preision parameter enters in the denition of the algorithmi omplexity of the state
|ϕ〉 at the very rst step, that is in building the iruit that prepares it. When onsidering
an arbitrary state in the Hilbert spae we will in fat need to speify the preision up to
whih the iruit must prepare the state. We will represent with CBε (|ϕ〉) a iruit (built
with gates from B) that prepares |ϕ〉 with preision ε and with ωΩ(CBε (|ϕ〉)) the (lassial)
sequene that odes CBε (|ϕ〉).
Denition 3. The algorithmi omplexity of state |ϕ〉, relative to ode Ω and gate basis B
with preision parameter ε is:
KΩ,B,ε
Net
(|ϕ〉) = min
CBε ∈C˜
B
ε (|ϕ〉)
K
Cl
(ωΩ(CBε (|ϕ〉))), (7)
where C˜Bε (|ϕ〉) is the set of all the iruits built with gates from B that prepare |ϕ〉 with
preision ε.
Remark 5. The proof of the ode-invariane of the omplexity of a state, seen in the pre-
vious setion, did not require that the state was reprodued exatly by the iruits; thus the
ode-invariane property still holds true. Therefore we an again we omit expliitating the
dependene on the ode and write simply:
KB,ε
Net
(|ϕ〉) . (8)
V. COMPLEXITY AND PRECISION
In this paragraph we want to verify that our denition of a omplexity satises the
preliminary ondition given in Setion II. In order to do this it is neessary to estimate the
upper bound of the algorithmi omplexity of an arbitrary state |ϕ〉.
It is known [14℄ that using only the (ontinuous) set of all 1-qubit gates, plus the ontrolled
not (C), it is possible to reprodue any unitary operation U over QN using O
(
N24N
)
gates.
However, if one is interested to reprodue the ation of a unitary operation on one partiular
(given) state only O (N22N) suh gates are suient; this number of gates is thus suient
to prepare any state |ϕ〉 from the given initial state |0〉.
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We onsider now the Solvay-Kitaev theorem[10℄ whih implies that any iruit ating
on QN built with m 1-qubit gates and C's an be reprodued up to preision ε using
O (m logc (m
ε
))
gates from a nite gate basis (c ∈ [1, 2] is a onstant whose exat value
is yet not known).
It follows immediatly that the ation of any unitary transformation on |0〉 an be imple-
mented (and thus any |ϕ〉 ∈ QN an be prepared) up to preision ε via a iruit built only
with gates from any nite and omplete basis; futhermore, if M is the number of gates in
the iruit, we have:
M = O
(
N22N logc
(
N22N
ε
))
⇒ M ∼ −N22N log ε , (9)
where the last expression is given onsidering only the leading order in the two variables.
Naturally the length of the string that odes the iruit grows linearly with the number
of gates of the iruit itself: in order to ode a iruit that prepares a general state |ϕ〉 ∈ QN
we need thus a word whose length is (proportional to) M . Referring to the denition
given in the previous paragraph, in order to say that a state |ϕ〉 is omplex it is neessary
that its omplexity (or, equivalently, the omplexity of the string ω
B
ε (|ϕ〉)) grows linearily
with the length (M) of ωBε (|ϕ〉). From Equation (9) we obtain immediatly the logarithmi
dependene on preision and the exponential dependene onN that were presented in Setion
II as expeted upper bounds for the omplexity: we have thus
KB,ε
Net
(|ϕ〉 ∈ QN) ≤ −N22N log ε . (10)
Complex states
noindent We are now in the position of dening what we mean by a omplex state.
Algorithmi omplexity is an unomputable quantity: it is in fat based by denition on the
lassial algorithmi omplexity of the string ω
Ω(CB) that odes the iruit. As algorithmi
omplexity is an unomputable quantity [4, 11, 13℄ this property passes to algorithmi
omplexity too.
As dened above, the omplexity of a state |ϕ〉 is the minimum omplexity of a word
that odes a iruit in C˜Bε (|ϕ〉): this means that there is a iruit CˆBε (|ϕ〉) ∈ C˜Bε (|ϕ〉), oded
(using some alphabet) by ωˆ
B
ε (|ϕ〉), suh that KB,ε
Net
(|ϕ〉) = K
Cl
(ωˆBε (|ϕ〉)).
Remark 6. It is in general possible that there are more iruits that satisfy the same ondi-
tion KB,ε
Net
(|ϕ〉) = K
Net
(CˆBε (|ϕ〉)). In this ase it is suient to hose one of them: the hoie
is arbitrary and not relevant for the following.
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One we have assoiated a lassial string (the haraterizing string ωˆ
B
ε (|ϕ〉)) to the state
|ϕ〉 we an introdue the following denition:
Denition 4. A quantum state |ϕ〉 ∈ QN is said to be omplex if the lassial string ωˆBε (|ϕ〉)
is omplex.
As always, a lassial string ω, of length N , is said to be omplex if K
Cl
(ω) ∼ N .
Remark 7. This denition satises the intuitive idea of the omplexity of a state. Let us
in fat onsider the following situation: Alie has obtained a state (|ϕ〉) and wants Bob to
reprodue it (at least with some preision ε). Expeting that a similar situation would arise,
they had previously agreed on a ommon ode. All that Alie then has to pass to Bob is the
information on how to ompose a iruit that prepares |ϕ〉 with the given preision, and this
means sending Bob the string ω(CBε (|ϕ〉)) that odes the iruit. In this ase the omplexity
of the state |ϕ〉 measures exatly the minimum amount of information that Alie needs to
pass to Bob. We underline that this information is not given by the length of the oding
string, but by its omplexity: this simply reets the fat that a state ould be prepared using
a very big iruit (that will be oded by a onsequently long string), but a very simple one
(again the example of a iruit obtained repeating many times the same set of gates): in
this ase the amount of information Alie needs will be muh smaller than the length of the
oding word.
VI. THE BASIS PROBLEM
The denition we have given for the algorithmi omplexity of a state has a very strong
dependene on the hoie of the basis. Fixing a partiular state it is in fat possible to build
a partiular basis so that the desription of |ϕ〉 is trivial. One ould thus argue that the
denition has no relevant meaning.
Let us onsider again the situation in whih Alie prepares a state and wants to desribe
it to Bob. If they have previously agreed on using a ertain gate basis, then Alie has only
to desribe to Bob the iruit (that means passing to Bob the sequene ωC). If they have
not agreed on a partiular gate basis, then Alie ould indeed build a iruit using the best
basis, but in this ase she would have to desribe the basis itself to Bob, and this would be
in general a similarly diult task [21℄.
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One might nevertheless wonder whether there is some partiular basis that allows to
desribe all (or almost all) states with simple iruits. If suh a basis existed, it would
obviously be onvenient for Alie and Bob to agree on using that: in this ase we would
obtain that (almost) all quantum states are non-omplex. In the following we will show that
suh a basis annot exist as, one any gate basis is xed , the number of non-omplex states
is always small in relation to the total number of states.
In lassial information theory it is well known that the number of ompressible (bit)
strings is small; more preisely one has:
#{ωn = ωi1 · · ·ωin |KCl(ωn} < c}
#{ωn = ωi1 · · ·ωin}
≤ 2
c − 1
2n
. (11)
Now let us onsider the quantum ase: as we have seen in the previous paragraphs, one
we x a basis B and a preision parameter ε, we an assoiate to every quantum state |ϕ〉 a
(−N22N log ε)-bit string ωˆBε (|ϕ〉) whose lassial algorithmi omplexity oinides with the
omplexity of |ϕ〉. Applying Eq. (11) to the set of strings ωˆBε we obtain:
#{|ϕ〉 ∈ QN |KBε (|ϕ〉) < c}
#{|ϕ〉
∣∣∣
ε
}
≤ 2
c − 1
2−N22N log ε
≃ 2N22N log ε+c , (12)
where with #{|ϕ〉
∣∣∣
ε
} we represent the number of dierent normalized states that an be
prepared with preision ε. Suh a relation holds true also in the ase when c = c(N, ε) is a
funtion. State |ϕ〉 will be non-omplex only if its omplexity is o(−N22N log ε): this means
that the right member of the inequality beomes:2N
22N log ε+o(−N22N log ε) ∼ 2N22N log ε ≪ 1.
Thus, applying equation (12) to these states, one obtains that for any xed basis B, the
number of non omplex states is exponentially small.
VII. ENTROPY AND COMPLEXITY
In lassial information theory one an onsider a random soure that emits (with a
ertain probability distribution) letters drawn from some nite alphabet. In this ase there
is a strong relationship between the Shannon entropy of the soure and the algorithmi
omplexity of the emitted sequenes. In partiular, if ωn is a n−letter sequene and p(ωn)
is its probability, one obtains [7℄:
|〈K
Cl
(ωn)−H〉| ≤ c , (13)
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where the average is taken over all n-letter sequenes, H = −∑
ωn
p(ωn) log p(ωn) is the
Shannon entropy of the soure and c is a onstant that depends on the probability distribu-
tion. When suh a distribution does not depend on the length of the sequenes (as in the
ase of Bernoulli soures), this implies that, in the limit of n ≫ 1, the average omplexity
prodution of the soure oinides with its entropy prodution:
〈K
Cl
(ωn)〉
n
n→∞−−−→ H
n
. (14)
It omes quite natural to seek a similar relation in the ontext of quantum information
theory. In order to do this, we will rst of all nd the orresponding relation in the ase of a
lassial soure that emits words (and not letters). After that we will dene what we intend
by quantum soure and nd, in this ase, the wanted relationship between omplexity and
entropy.
A. Classial ase
Let us onsider now a variation of the lassial letter-soure: in this ase we will have
a soure that emits, with some given probability, words drawn from a nite ditionary D.
Eah of the words will be a sequene of letters of alphabet A; without loss of generality we
an assume all words to have the same length l. The output of suh a soure will thus be a
sequene of words (or sentene). As the Shannon entropy depends only on the probability
distribution, one we x suh a distribution it is the same for letter and for word-soures.
If we onsider the omplexity of the emitted message, though, it is evident that there must
be some dierenes. A word-soure that emits m objets will in fat have transmitted a
sequene of ml letters: it is now easy to believe that the omplexity of suh a sequene
an be higher than that of an m-letter sequene (even though letters and words are emitted
following the same probability distribution). This is an immediate onsequene of the fat
that words are omposite objets that have non-zero omplexity themselves.
Naturally, when we onsider very long output sentenes, suh a dierene beomes neg-
ligible. Any sentene an in fat be redued to a word by a program that assoiates to eah
word a symbol: the length of this program will be determined by the omplexity of the
ditionary (that is, by the omplexity of the single words in the ditionary) and will thus be
bound by the ditionary length l#D. This ontribution, though, an be extremely relevant
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while we onsider short sentenes, that is sentenes whose length is omparable to that of
the ditionary.
Thus, if Ωm = ωi1 · · ·ωim is an m−word sentene, its omplexity is given by:
K
Cl
(Ωm) ≃ KCl(im = i1 · · · im) +
#D∑
j=1
K
Cl
(ωj) ≤ KCl(im) + l#D , (15)
where ik is the symbol that odes ωik , and l is the ommon length of the words ωk ∈ D .
The sequenes im an easily be seen as the outputs of a letter-soure whose entropy H
oinides with that of the onsidered word-soure: for suh sequenes, thus, the relation
expressed by Eq. (13) still holds true. When generalizing it to word-soures, though, it is
neessary to onsider the ontribute of the ditionary, obtaining:
|〈K
Cl
(Ωm)−H〉 −
#D∑
j=1
K
Cl
(ωj)| ≤ c1 . (16)
Naturally, being the omplexity of the ditionary onstant, Eq. (14) remains of the same
form for word-soures too:
〈K
Cl
(Ωm)〉
m
m→∞−−−→ H
m
. (17)
B. Quantum ase
Before being able to say anything for the quantum ase, it is neessary to speify what we
will onsider as a quantum soure. In priniple, any mixed state an be viewed as a quantum
soure. In the following, though, we will onsider a quantum soure as a blak box that
emits (with a given probability) pure states drawn from a given set [15℄. This orresponds
to onsidering not a general mixed state, but rather a well dened mixture {(pj , |ϕj〉)}j∈D
of pure states (|ϕj〉 ∈ QN). In this ase the soure has a kind of semi-lassial nature: it
is in fat quantum only in the sense that it emits quantum states and not (as in the ases
onidered in the previous paragraphs) lassial objets, while it annot, for example, emit
states that are other than the tensor produt of the ones in the ensemble. For these soures
the Shannon entropy oinides with the Shannon entropy of a lassial soure that emits
objets (letters or words) with the same probability distribution {pj}j∈D.
As we have seen when dening the omplexity of a quantum state, one we x a nite
preision ε, it is possible to desribe any quantum state by means of a nite word (whose
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length depend both on the dimension of the Hilbert spae in whih the state lives and
on the value of ε). This fat allows us to identify a quantum soure of this kind with
a orresponding word-soure. The expression for the omplexity of the emitted messages
(tensor-produt states) follows thus immediately from what seen above:
KB,ε
Net
(|Φm〉 = |ϕi1〉|ϕi2〉 · · · |ϕim〉) ≃ KCl(im = i1 · · · im) +
∑
j∈D
KB,ε
Net
(|ϕj〉)
≤ K
Cl
(im)−#DN22N log ε ,
(18)
where ik is the symbol that odes state |ϕik〉. We underline that, in this ase, the ontri-
bution due to the omplexity of the ditionary an be relevant indeed, being bound by the
omplexity of the states (that an in priniple be very large). The relation between the
entropy H of the soure (that is, the Shannon entropy of the probability distribution {pj}j)
and the omplexity of the message is analogously obtained:
|〈KB,ε
Net
(|Φm〉)−H〉 −
∑
j∈D
KB,ε
Net
(|ϕj〉)| ≤ c . (19)
As in the lassial ase, though, if we onsider the limit of innitely long state sequenes
the omplexity rate and the entropy rate tend to oinides: in this limit, thus, the soure
reveals its semilassial nature.
Remark 8. Quite naturally one oul ask what happens if we have the possibility to apply
Shumaher's noiseless oding theorem [15℄ and thus ompress the emitted states. If S(ρ)
is the von Neumann entropy of the soure ρ =
∑
j pj |ϕj〉〈ϕj|, eah state an be ompressed
into a new state |ϕ′j〉 in a (2NS(ρ))-dimensional Hilbert spae. In this ase we an rewrite
Eq. (18) as:
KB,ε
Net
(|Φm〉 = |ϕi1〉|ϕi2〉 · · · |ϕim〉) ≃ KB,ε
Net
(|Φ′m〉 = |ϕ′i1〉|ϕ′i2〉 · · · |ϕ′im〉)
≃ K
Cl
(im = i1 · · · im) +
∑
j∈D
KB,ε
Net
(|ϕ′j〉)
≤ K
Cl
(im)−#D(NS(ρ))22NS(ρ) log ε .
(20)
VIII. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES
A. Complexity of opies
One of the properties of lassial algorithmi omplexity is that obtaining m opies of
a given string is (almost) free, being the dependene of the omplexity on the number of
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opies only logarithmi:
K
Cl
(ω(m) = ωω · · ·ω︸ ︷︷ ︸
m times
) ≤ K
Cl
(ω) +O(logm) .
This bound is easilly obtained by onsidering that, one one has a program that reprodues
string ω it is suient to run it m times to reprodue ω(m).
In the ase of a quantum system, the situation is slightly more omplex. It is rst of all
neessary to deide exatly what we mean by preparing m opies of a quantum state: in
fat either we will require the iruit to prepare m times a quantum state |ϕ〉 ∈ QN , with
some xed preision parameter ε, or it must prepare the global state |ϕ〉⊗m ∈ Q⊗mN with the
given preision. The two situations are extremely dierent.
In the rst ase, we obtain the same relation we have seen in the lassial ase:
KB
Net
(|ϕ〉
∣∣∣(m)
ε
) = KB
Net
(|ϕ〉
∣∣∣
ε
· · · |ϕ〉
∣∣∣
ε︸ ︷︷ ︸
m times
) ≤ KB,ε
Net
(|ϕ〉) +O(logm) ,
where the expression |ϕ〉
∣∣∣(m)
ε
wants to remind us that eah opy of |ϕ〉 is reprodued with
preision ε . This is an immediate onsequene of the denition of omplexity: a iruit that
prepares |ϕ〉∣∣(m)
ε
an be in fat built by repeating m times the one that prepares |ϕ〉 with
preision ε.
If, instead, we require the state |ϕ〉⊗m to be prepared with preision ε, the situation is
dierent and the lassial relation does not (neessarily) hold true any more. In this ase
the relation between the omplexity of |ϕ〉 and that of |ϕ〉⊗m has the following form:
KB,ε
Net
(|ϕ〉⊗m) ≤ KB,
ε
m
Net
(|ϕ〉) +O(logm) . −N22N log ε
m
. (21)
This expression follows immediately by the fat that the state |ϕ〉⊗m an be prepared
with preision ε by a iruit CBε (|ϕ〉⊗m) built with m idential opies of a smaller iruit
CBε/4m(|ϕ〉) [9℄.
The last inequality follows immediately from Eq. (10). We underline that in most ases
(that is when 4mεm−1 ≤ 1) this bound is muh striter than the one we ould obtain by
diretly applying (10) with whih one has: KB,ε
Net
(|ϕ〉⊗m) ≤ −mN22N log ε .
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B. Entanglement and Complexity
Let us onsider a state |ϕ〉 ∈ QN ; suppose it an be written as
|ϕ〉 = |ϕ1〉⊗ |ϕ2〉⊗ · · · |ϕJ〉, with |ϕj〉 ∈ QNj suh that dim(QNj ) = 2Nj , and
J∑
j=1
Nj = N .
This means that the state |ϕ〉 is not totally entangled, and it an thus be onsidered as the
tensor produt of other (possibly entangled) states |ϕj〉 .
As a onsequene of this fat we have:
KB,ε
Net
(|ϕ〉) ≤
J∑
j=1
K
ε/J
Net
(|ϕj〉) ≤ −
J∑
j=1
N2j 2
Nj log
ε
J
. (22)
We want to show that this upper bound is atually striter than the one obtained for general
states in QN : let us rewrite the bound given by Eq. (10) as KB,ε
Net
(|ϕ〉) ≤ −
J∑
j=1
N22N
J
log ε.
The wanted inequality is proved by onsidering:
N2j 2
Nj log
J
ε
< N22Nj log
J
ε
≤ N
22N
2J−1
log
J
ε
<
N22N
J
log
1
ε
.
Thus, the maximal omplexity an be obtained only by a truly N-party entangled state
(in the sense that it annot be written as tensor produt of states ontained in subspaes of
QN ). We stress that this onsideration does not imply that all totally entangled states have
maximal omplexity (as a ounterexample it is enough to onsider the GHZ states).
It is nevertheless interesting to onsider how a property that is harateristi of quantum
systems (that is entanglement) has diret eet on the omplexity of a state.
Example 2 (Complexity of a ompletely separable state). As an example let us
onsider a state |ϕ〉 ∈ QN of the form |ϕ〉 =
⊗N
j=1 |ϕi〉, |ϕi〉 ∈ Q1. In this ase we have:
KB,ε
Net
(|ϕ〉) ≤
N∑
j=1
K
B,ε/N
Net
(|ϕj〉) ≤ −2N log ε
N
,
thus the omplexity of a separable state grows only at most linearily with the number of
qubits.
Remark 9. As we have seen, in general the growth of the omplexity of a state with the
number of qubits is exponential, and this is substantially dierent to what happens in the
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lassial ase where the upper bound is linear with the number of bits. In this last example,
though, we see that the absene of entenglement re-establishes the lassial limit: entangle-
ment thus proves again being a fundamental feature that distinguishes quantum objets from
lassial ones.
C. Complexity of graph states
Graph states are multi-partile entangled states that an uniquely be desribed by math-
ematial graphs, where the verties of the graph take the role of qubits and edges represent
unitary operations between the relative qubits [8℄.
Given a graph G = (V,E) one ane easily prepare the orresponding graph state using
the following proedure:
i. prepare all qubits in state |+〉 = (|0〉+ |1〉)/√2;
ii. when there is an edge between two verties k and l apply a ontrolled-phase gate be-
tween the two qubits.This atually means applying to the two qubits a transformation
of the form: Ukl = e
−ipi
4
(1(k)−σ
(k)
z )(1
(l)−σ
(l)
z )
.
The resulting state |ψ〉G will be an entangled state uniquely desribed by the graph G.
One xed the number N of verties, there are at most 2N(N−1)/2 dierent graphs
G1, G2, · · · , G2N(N−1)/2 (eah vertex an in fat be onneted or not to eah other vertex
by an edge). Correspondingly, given N qubits, we an build at most 2N(N−1)/2 dierent
graph states |ψ〉G1, |ψ〉G2, · · · , |ψ〉G2N(N−1)/2 .
One we dene some sort of lexiographi order in the set of all graphs (or equivalently
in that of the graph states) only O(N2) bits are suient to speify a determinate state.
This value onstitutes an upper bound for the omplexity of a graph state.
We will now show that this same value an be obtained for the algorithmi omplexity of
a graph state. As seen above in the more general ase, the upper bound for the omplexity
of a state is obtained nding a bound for the length (and thus for the omplexity) of the
haraterizing string. In the ase of graph states this bound is obtained in a simple way: if
N is the number of verties of the graph, the maximum number of edges is N(N − 1)/2.
This implies that a orresponding graph state an be obtained applying to the N qubits at
most N +N(N − 1)/2 gates (N Hadamard gates, needed to initially prepare all the qubits
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in state |+〉, and N(N − 1)/2 ontrolled-phase gates). If G has N verties, we have thus:
K
Net
(|ψ〉G) = KCl(ωˆB(|ψ〉G)) ≤ l(ωˆB(|ψ〉G)) . N +N(N − 1)/2 . N2. (23)
As there is no dependene on the preision parameter, Eq. (23) holds true only if we
have the possibility to reprodue exatly the ontrolled-phase and the Hadamard gates.
It is nevertheless possible to obtain a (more general) upper bound for the omplexity of
this family of states, valid also in the ase in whih our basis is not of the above type. In
order to do this we will use some onsiderations regarding the omplexity of sentenes, seen
in setion VIIA.
In order to prepare a graph state only two dierent types of gates, ontrolled-phase and
Hadamard, are suient. If these gates annot be reprodued exatly by those in our basis
then, naturally, the wanted state an be prepared only with nite preision. As we have
seen above, we need at most O(N2) of these gates to prepare any arbitrary graph state. To
guarantee that the desired state is prepared with preision ε it is thus enough to reprodue
eah gate with preision ε/N2. From the Solvay-Kitaev theorem we know that implies
we need to use O(− log ε
N2
) gates to simulate eah Hadamard (or ontrolled-phase) gate.
One we ode the iruit, to eah Hadamard (or ontrolled-phase) will orrespond the same
O(− log ε
N2
)-letter word. Using Eq. (15) (where #D = 2)[22℄ we obtain:
K
Net
(|ψ〉G) ≤ N2 − log ε
N2
. (24)
Dierent is the ase of weighted graph states [5℄. These states are generalizations of graph
states, in whih every edge is speied by a (dierent) phase. The proedure to prepare these
states is analogous to that illustrated for graph states; the only dierene is that, in this
ase, whenever two verties k and l are onneted, one must now apply a transformation of
the form Ukl = e
−i
ϕkl
4
(1(k)−σ
(k)
z )(1
(l)−σ
(l)
z )
.
While the total number of gates in the iruit is still at most O(N2), in this ase it is
not suient to onsider only Hadamard and ontrolled-phase gates as, in priniple, eah
phase-gate ould be dierent. When preparing a weighted graph state it is thus neessary to
reprodue O(N2) dierent gates with preision O(− log ε
N2
). Again we an obtain an upper
bound for the omplexity of these states by using Eq. (15), only that this time the size of
the ditionary does depend on N : #D ∼ N2. We have thus:
K
Net
(|ψ〉
W.G.
) ≤ N2 −N2 log ε
N2
≃ −N2 log ε
N2
. (25)
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IX. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
In this paper we have introdued a new denition for the algorithmi omplexity of
quantum states. We have dened the omplexity of a quantum state as the desription
omplexity of its experimental preparation via a quantum iruit. We have investigated
the relation between the Shannon entropy of a soure and the algorithmi omplexity of
the emitted message. We ould also straightforwardly apply this denition to nd upper
bounds for a number of interesting ases. We have seen a relation between entanglement
and algorithmi omplexity: in partiular we have seen that the absene of entanglement
redues the upper bound for the algorithmi omplexity to the lassial one.
While we have studied the algorithmi omplexity of some lasses of states, one ould
pursue this investigation analysing other states, for example states that appear in the on-
text of quantum phase transition and quantum adiabati omputation [12℄. Reent results
[1℄ suggest that it ould be possible to onstrut striter upper bounds for preparation om-
plexity of these states. From a broader perspetive, it would be interesting to investigate
further onnetions between algorithmi omplexity and entanglement.
We want to thank Fabio Benatti for useful disussions and omments. This work has been
supported in part by the Deutshe Forshungsgemmeinshaft and the European Union (IST-
2001-38877,-39227).
Appendix A: Connetion with Vitanyi's Complexity
In [16℄ the author proposes a denition of quantum algorithmi omplexity based on
quantum Turing mahines. In partiular, the algorithmi omplexity of a quantum state is
given by the following expression:
K
Vit
(|ϕ〉) = min{l(p) + ⌈− log(|〈ψ|ϕ〉|2)⌉} , (26)
where the minimum is taken over all programs p (in lassial bits) running on a universal
Turing mahine U and suh that U(p, |ϕ0〉) = |ψ〉 (where |ϕ0〉 is the initial state of the om-
puter), and l(p) is the (lassial) length of the program. The omplexity of |ϕ〉 is therefore
onstituted of two separate terms: the length of a program desribing an approximation |ψ〉
to |ϕ〉 and a term penalizing for a bad approximation.
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The author shows that, if |ϕ〉 ∈ QN , then 2N is an upper bound for KVit(|ϕ〉). This
is easilly obtained onsidering the projetions of |ϕ〉 over the vetors of a basis: being |ϕ〉
normalized, there exists at least one vetor |ej〉 suh that |〈ej|ϕ〉|2 ≥ 1/2N : the length of
a program that gives |ej〉 as output is at most n and the orresponding value for l(p) +
⌈− log(|〈ψ|ϕ〉|2)⌉ is exatly 2N .
The required upper bound for the omplexity of a state |ϕ〉 is thus obtained when the
output state |ψ〉 satises the ondition |〈ψ|ϕ〉|2 ≥ 1/2N . Suh ondition an be easily
rewritten in terms of a preision parameter εVit as: |〈ψ|ϕ〉|2 ≥ 1− εVit with εVit = 1− 1/2N .
Rewriting the expression for the upper bound in this partiular ase (and onsidering the
ase 1/2N ≪ 1) we have:
KεVit(|ϕ〉) ≤ 2N log εVit +N ≃ N .
To nd this expression it is neessary to onsider the omplete expression for the upper
bound given in Eq. (3). We see thus that the denition given by the author satises the
preliminary ondition introdued in setion II.
With this value of the preision parameter ε, for the algorithmi omplexity of a state we
have:
KεVit
Net
(|ϕ〉) ≤ N22N log εVit ≃ N2 .
This bound is larger than the one that haraterizes Vitanyi's omplexity; suh a dierene
is only polynomial.
Appendix B: Quantum algorithmi omplexity of a lassial string
We naturally want to see if our denition is oherent with that of lassial Kolmogorov
omplexity. In order to do this we onsider a lassial N-bit string x = xi1xi2 · · ·xiN (where
xij ∈ {0, 1}).
In order to use a proedure built to haraterize omplexity of quantum state it is ne-
essary to translate the lassial string into a quantum state; this is easily done simply
onsidering the state |x〉 = |xi1〉|xi2〉 · · · |xiN 〉, with |xij〉 ∈ {|0〉, |1〉}.
Considering the nature of this state it is trivial to see that it an be obtained from the
initial state |0〉|0〉 · · · |0〉 by simply applying one-qubit NOT gates to the bits orresponding
to |xij〉 = |1〉 and leaving invaried (applying the identity transformation) the bits |xij〉 = |0〉.
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To enode these partiular iruits, thus, 3 symbols are enough[23℄:
I ↔ identity
N ↔ NOT gate
L↔ NEWLINE .
Let us onsider now a simple example:
Classial string x = 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0
Quantum state |x〉 = |1〉 |0〉 |1〉 |1〉 |0〉 |1〉 |0〉 |0〉.
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
2
3
5
4
7
6
Qubit Initial Transformation
8
Final
NOT
NOT
NOT
NOT
Id
Id
Id
Id
After oding, then, we have the following string representing the iruit:
ω(C) = N L I L N L N L I L N L I L I L
(where, to help visualization, we have put larger spaes after line breaks L). It is evident
that there is a diret orrespondene between ω(C) and the original lassial string x: in
fat, a program that reprodues x reprodues also ω(C) (with the agreement that 0↔ I and
1↔ N) (it will be enough to add a onstant part that tells the program to insert a line-break
after every simbol). Thus it follows immediatly that the (lassial) Kolmogorov omplexity
of ω(C) oinides with that of x. Considering the denition of the network omplexity we
have immediatly:
K
Net
(|x〉) ≃ K
Cl
(x) . (27)
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Naturally the exat proedure followed in the example an be applied to any N-bit string x
so the result is true in general.
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